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Simple Tools and Techniques for Enterprise Risk Management (The Wiley Finance Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2006
Providing strategic direction for a business means understanding what drives the creation of value and what destroys it. This in turn means the pursuit of opportunities must entail comprehension of the risks to take and the risks to avoid. Hence to grow any business entails risk judgement and risk acceptance. A business’s ability to prosper...
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Network Quality of Service Know It All (Morgan Kaufmann Know It All)Morgan Kaufmann, 2008
This book brings all of the elements of network quality of service (QoS) together in a single volume by the best and brightest experts in the field!     

       The term Quality of Service, abbreviated QoS, refers to network resource control mechanisms. Quality of Service is the ability to provide different priority to different...
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CompTIA Security+: Get Certified Get Ahead: SY0-301 Study GuideCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2011

	CompTIA Security+: Get Certified Get Ahead: SY0-301 Study Guide is an update to the top-selling SY0-201 guide, which helped thousands of readers pass the exam the first time they took it. The SY0-301 version covers every aspect of the SY0-301 exam, and includes the same elements readers raved about in the previous version.
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Wireless Networking (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Networking)Morgan Kaufmann, 2008
Convenient one-stop view of wireless networking including cellular networks, WiFi and WiMax, ad hoc networks, sensor networks, mesh networking, and the full range of options in between.     

       Over the past decade, the world has witnessed an explosion in the development and deployment of new wireless network technologies. From...
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Power Reading : The Best, Fastest, Easiest, Most Effective Course on Speedreading and Comprehension Ever Developed!The Education Press, 2001

	Power Reading is the best, fastest, easiest, most effective speedreading and comprehension course ever developed! Most people see amazing results in the first few days of the 30-day Power Reading course. Included in this unique speedreading course are the most effective techniques for comprehension improvement, study, note taking, test taking...
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Data Modeling Essentials, Third Edition (Morgan Kaufmann Series in Data Management Systems)Morgan Kaufmann, 2004
Data Modeling Essentials, Third Edition provides expert tutelage for data modelers, business analysts and systems designers at all levels. Beginning with the basics, this book provides a thorough grounding in theory before guiding the reader through the various stages of applied data modeling and database design. Later chapters address...
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Environmental Instrumentation and Analysis HandbookJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004


	It has been two decades since environmental science, environmental engineering,

	and environmental consulting took root as major disciplines and professions

	throughout the developed world. The learning curve has been steep as it relates

	to the previously unrecognized physics of contaminant transport. Today those

	principles are...
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System Analysis, Design, and Development : Concepts, Principles, and PracticesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Learn to develop systems that meet customer needs and organizational objectives
Successful system development requires formulation and implementation of a sound technical strategy that accurately translates the user's operational needs into a physical solution to comply with their specifications and contract requirements. System Analysis,...
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The Philosophical Journey: An Interactive ApproachMcGraw-Hill, 2018

	
		The Philosophical Journey: An Interactive Approach, 7e is a text with readings that enhances comprehension of philosophical study by encouraging students to ponder, explore, and actively participate in the learning process. Philosophy becomes a personal journey for students through Lawhead’s unique pedagogy that...
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The Mind of the MathematicianJohns Hopkins, 2007
What makes mathematicians tick? How do their minds process formulas and concepts that, for most of the rest of the world's population, remain mysterious and beyond comprehension? Is there a connection between mathematical creativity and mental illness?

In The Mind of the Mathematician, internationally famous mathematician Ioan James and...
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Junos Enterprise Routing: A Practical Guide to Junos Routing and CertificationO'Reilly, 2011

	The world of enterprise routing with Juniper Networks devices is getting very
	exciting—new technologies, products, and network developments are making the enterprise
	network environment one of the most dynamic places to be. However, we, the
	authors, hope to focus that energy by providing you with a detailed and practical...
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PHP and MySQL for Dynamic Web Sites : Visual QuickPro Guide, Second EditionPeachpit Press, 2005
It hasn't taken Web developers long to discover that when it comes to   creating dynamic, database-driven Web sites, MySQL and PHP provide a   winning open source combination. Add this book to the mix, and there's no   limit to the powerful, interactive Web sites that users can create. With   step-by-step instructions, complete scripts, and expert...
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